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IDEA Place Extension Activities
for Grades K-2

I. Progression of Life
   Fossil Hunt
   Making Fossils
   Making Fossil Layers
   Dinosaur Fossils
   Pasta-saurus
   Sizing Up Dinosaurs
   Grow Your Own Crystals
   Minerals in the Soil
   Land of Rocks
   My Rock
   Hide the Beans
   Creepy Crawlies
   Ocean in a Bottle

II. Light, Lasers, and Optics
   Anti Gravity?
   Kaleidoscope
   Make a Kaleidoscope
   Magic Mirrors
   Looking at Shadows
   Shadow Shapes
   Shadow Play
   Shadows
   Simon Shadow Says

III. Math in Motion
   Tangrams
   Tangram Tone-up
   Tossing Tangrams
   A Tessellation Quilt
   Cutting Containers
   Egg Drop
   Sorting and Classifying
   Floaters and Sinkers Scavenger Hunt
   Great Grids
   The Joys of Jelly Beans

IV. Gears and Gadgets
   Fishing with Magnets
   Finding the Poles
   Magnet Magic
   Magnetic Rice
   Making a Bar Magnet
   Temporary Magnets
   What Can Magnets Do to Other Things?
   What is a Magnet?
   What's the Attraction?
   The Wheel and the Axle

V. Technology--Then and Now
   Catching Sounds
   Making Sounds Change
   Sounds of Voices
   Sound the Kazoo!!
   Sound Waves
   What Makes Sound?
   Musical Bottles
   Electric Fleas
   Pepper and Salt Electricity
   Static Electricity
   Water Bow Electricity
   Rattling Rulers
   Homemade Telephones
   String Talk
   Make a Burglar Alarm
   Suspended in Air